Abstract-Human
INTRODUCTION
Human activity recognition is the core technology that enables a wide variety of applications such as health care, smart homes, fitness tracking, and building surveillance. Traditional approaches use cameras [2] , radars, or wearable sensors [1] . However, camera based approaches have the fundamental limitations of requiring line of sight with enough lighting and breaching human privacy potentially. Wearable sensors based approaches are inconvenient sometimes.
In 2009, IEEE 802.11n standard indicates that channel response CSI (State Information) can be obtained through the channel state information (Channel). The parameters are extracted from the receiver [6] . CSI shows each sub carrier phase and amplitude information in the channel. By comparing with RSSI, Different from RSSI as the MAC layer superimposition of multipath signals with fast changing phases, the PHY layer power feature, channel response, is able to discriminate multipath characteristics. In a conceptual sense, channel response is to RSSI what a rainbow (color spectrum) is to a sunbeam, where components of different wavelengths are separated. CSI contains more fine-grained information that can be more comprehensive reflection of the multipath effect in the environment, and thus it has a good potential for application in human activity recognition.
In this paper, we firstly study wireless radio propagation model about Device-free activity identification Using WiFi Signatures. Based on the model, we propose a contrastive analysis between EMD(Earth Mover"s Distance) and DTW(Dynamic Time Warping) under different transmission frequencies and activities to distinguish human activity.The movements of human body introduce relative unique multipath distortions in WiFi signals and this uniqueness can be exploited to recognize human activity. Due to the high data rates supported by modern WiFi devices, WiFi cards provide enough CSI values within the duration of a human to construct a high resolution CSI-waveform for each different activity. To differentiate between human activities, we need to extract features that can uniquely represent those activities to establish the fingerprint database. When the environment changes, such as a man walking into the room, the impact of these wireless phenomena on the wireless signals change, resulting in unique changes in CSI values. Then we exploited some algorithm to compare the CSI values with the fingerprint database.
II. RELATED WORKS Existing solutions can be grouped into three categories: (1) Received Signal Strength (RSS) based,(2) CSI based, and (3) Software Defined Radio (SDR) based.
A RSS Based
Sigg et al. proposed activity recognition schemes that utilize RSS values of WiFi signals to recognize four activities including crawling, lying down, standing up, and walking [12] . They achieved activity recognition rates of over 80% for these four activities. Owing to RSS values only provide coarse-grained information about the channel variations and do not contain fine-grained information about small scale fading and multi-path effects caused by thesemicro-movements.
B CSI Based
E-eyes recognize a set of nine daily human activities using CSI. Note that WiHear and E-eyes use CSI in quite different ways than CARM. E-eyes uses CSI histograms as fingerprints for recognizing human daily activities, such as brushing teeth, taking showers, and washing dishes, which are relatively location dependent. In comparison, CARM uses CSI values based on our CSI-speed and CSI-activity models. [8] C SDR Based Lyonnet et al. use micro Doppler signatures to classify gaits of human subjects into multiple categories using specialized Doppler radars [13] .
This paper explores a novel point in the design space and demonstrates that human activity recognition is possible using the existing channel state information provided by IEEE 802.11n devices and using relatively few wireless links, such as those to existing in-home WiFi devices. We implemented the system using a TP-Link WiFi router and a computer with Intel 5300 WiFi NIC. WiFi NICs continuously monitor variations in the wireless channel using CSI, which characterizes the frequency response of the wireless channel , Let t) X(f, and )
be the frequency domain representations of transmitted and received signals, respectively, with carrier frequency f ,The two signals are related by the expression
is the complex valued channel frequency response (CFR) for carrier frequency f measured at time t .
CSI measurements basically contain these CFR values. The fundamental drawback of RSSI is that it fails to capture the multipath effects. To fully characterize the individual paths,the wireless propagation channel exploited CSI values. Channel state information or channel status information(CSI) is information that estimate the channel properties of a communication link [5] . In wireless communication, the transmitted radio signal is affected by the physical environment, for instance, reflections, diffraction and scattering. CSI describes how a signal propagates in the channel combined the effect of time delay, amplitude attenuation.
and phase shift.In frequency domain, the narrowband flat-fading channel with multiple transmit and receive antennas (MIMO) is modeled as where y is the received vector, x is the transmitted
vector, n is the noise vector and H is the channel matrix. As noise is often modeled as circular symmetric complex normal with n ~cN (0, S), H in the above formula can be estimated as
And it also can be denoted as And multipath propagation can also be characterized by Channel Impulse Response(CIR),CFR is the Fourier transform of CIR. This CIR is given by the following equation.
This wireless propagation channel is modeled as a temporal linear filter, known as CIR, Under the timeinvariant assumption, CIR 
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A. System overview
The basic idea of our system is to match CSI patterns against activity profiles. As illustrated In Fig.1 , a person do some activities, such as walking, sitting down ,standing up or boxing in the environment of two commercial Off-TheShelf(COTS) WiFi devices. A sender(such as router)and a receiver(such as a laptop) with 3 antennas as shown in Fig.1 . Data extraction CSI is collected in thirty subcarriers and three streams, which reflect the signal diversity in frequency and space. We analyze the property of CSI and pick the best ones for detection. What"s more, CSI is also slightly influenced by environmental noise.
2)
Data processing To use CSI values for recognizing human activities, noise must first be removed from the CSI time series form a low-pass filter to remove high frequency noise, then Principal Component Analysis(PCA) is utilized on the filtered subcarriers to extract the signals that only contain varications caused by activities.
Activity Identification: We can get a set of data that consists of 3 
30  
OFDM subcarriers in a time-series of CSI values .we analyze the OFDM subcarries of CSI and pick the best ones and process it with DTW or EMD for detection. When the distance of two samples is less than the Threshold T, we determine two samples as one action. Otherwise, it is determined as an unknown activity. Fig.3 shows different kinds of CSI values for three activities, Walking, Standing up and Sitting down. While a man Walking from the receiver to the sender , the waveform of walking consists of many high peaks. The beacon rate is 10 packets per second. Fig.3 (b) shows a stationary wave before 1.5 second, which the waveform suddenly rises when a person stand up.
And Fig.3(c) is also play a similarly effects of change. From the experiment result we can see that it is possible to recognize human activities by artificial algorithms.
In order to compare the performance between DTW and EMD, we set the beacon rate as 10 packets per second and 1000 packets per second. As shown in Fig. 4 , when we increase the beacon rate to 1000 packets per second, the waveform for waving, boxing, kicking is more fine-grained. 
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B. Dynamic Time Warping
DTW is a dynamic programming based solution for obtaining minimum distance alignment between any two waveform. DTW can handle waveform of different lengths and allows a non-linear mapping of one waveform to another. In contrast to Euclidean distance, DTW gives us intuitive distance between two waveform by determining minimum distance warping path between them even if they are distorted or shifted versions of each other. DTW distance is the Euclidean distance of the optimal warping path between two waveform calculated under boundary conditions and local path constraints [4] . In our experiments, DTW distance proves to be very effective metric for comparing two shape features of different activities, such as walking1 to walking2, walking to running, walking to kicking. In our experiments, we use the open source implementation of DTW in the Machine Learning Toolbox (MLT) by Jang [3] .
C. Earth Mover's Distance
The Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) is a method to evaluate dissimilarity between two multi-dimensional distributions in some feature space where a distance measure between single features, which we call the ground distance is given. The EMD ''lifts'' this distance from individual features to full distributions. [7] Intuitively, given two distributions, one can be seen as a mass of earth properly spread in space, the other as a collection of holes in that same space. Then, the EMD measures the least amount of work needed to fill the holes with earth. Here, a unit of work corresponds to transporting a unit of earth by a unit of ground distance. A distribution can be represented by a set of clusters where each cluster is represented by its mean (or mode), and by the fraction of the distribution that belongs to that cluster. We call such a representation the signature of the distribution. The two signatures can have different sizes, for example, simple distributions have shorter signatures than complex ones [7] .We use the Earth Mover"s Distance(EMD) to quantify the similarity of two distributions.
IV. IMPLEMENTION AND EVALUATION
The experiments are conducted in two scenarios:(a)different activities(sitting down, standing up, walking)for the beacon rate 10 packets per second, which is 10Hz.(b) different activities(waving, boxing, kicking)for the beacon rate 1000 packets per second, which is 1000Hz. In table1 and talbe2, red indicates error recognition and blue denotes correct recognition. As illustrated in Table 1 ,the value of Sitting down1, Standing up1, Walking1 is template, and Sitting down2, Standing up2, Walking2 is sample data. The threshold of sitting down is 80.5, when the threshold of DTW values between sitting down1 and sitting down2 is less than 85, the sitting down1 and sitting down2 can be classified one action. Under the same condition, we make the same experiments with EMD.
As show from Table 1 , an error which classifies the action of Sitting down as Walking has occurred in DTW. In the same circumstance, the algorithm accuracy of EMD can get 100% and it identifies the error. The histograms of CSI amplitudes (quantized to 6 bins) for subcarrier 25, however, show very distinct distributions that can clearly distinguish these different activities in the same case. The EMD value of different activities has an obvious difference. Compared with DTW algorithm, EMD is more suitable for human activities when set the beacon rate 10 packets/s.
In order to detect the robustness of two algorithms .we do a series of complicated activities and increase the beacon rate to 1000 packets per second, which is 1000Hz. Many errors occurs in DTW testing and two errors take place in EMD testing. It can be proved that the performance of the EMD is better than DTW. In this paper, we exploit COTS WiFi devices for recognizing human activities to analyze the algorithm performance. However, our current experiment has three limitations. Firstly, this work has an insufficient number of experiments that based on our random experiment. Secondly, the accuracy of our current scheme is affected by human"s shape including height and weight. Finally, in the data processing, it is difficult to separate the activities signal from interfering ones absolutely. We will explore the method of DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) or PLCR (Pass Length Change Rate) in the next step.
VI. THE CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates that human activities recognition can be estimated using off-the-shelf WiFi devices already everywhere in our daily life. We take advantages of the wireless physical information-Channel State Information (CSI) in widely deployed commercial wireless infrastructures. To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness, we implemented this model on Linux platform with commercial 802.11n NICs. The experiments were conducted in two different scenarios with DTW and EMD. According to our observations from experiments, in the simple scenario, the DTW and EMD get acceptable detection accuracy, but EMD has a better performance. Although EMD have qualified performance, it has a low differentiating degree. In the next step, we will utilize the algorithms of SVM (Support Vector Machine) and HMM (Hidden Markov Model).
